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Abstract—Modern compilers provide several optimizations
that can be applied to the source code, in order to increase its
performance. Due to the complex relationship between various
optimizations, discovering harmful compiler optimizations is a
problem in the context of compilers. Strategies based on iterative
compilation try to solve this problem evaluating the performance
of the compiled program using different sets. In this context,
Combined Elimination is an efficient iterative compilation strategy. The purpose of Combined Elimination is to identify the
harmful optimizations and remove them in an iterative compilation process. Combined Elimination provides good results, which
are close to those founded by an exhaustive search approach.
However, its drawback is the number of program runs. In this
paper, we proposed an iterative compilation algorithm, named
Improved Batch Elimination. This algorithm is based on the
first step towards Combined Elimination, the Batch Elimination
algorithm. The goal of Improved Batch Elimination is to produce
results similar to Combined Elimination, with a complexity
similar to Batch Elimination. In other words, the goal is to
produce good results and to be faster than Combined Elimination.
We evaluate our algorithm by measuring the performance of
S PEC C PU 2006, P OLYBENCH and C B ENCH benchmarks under a
set of 63 LLVM compiler optimizations. The results indicate that
Improved Batch Elimination is a good strategy to remove harmful
compiler optimizations, using few program runs.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Iterative compilation is a well-known strategy used to discover the best compiler optimization set to compile a specific
program, as well as to remove harmful optimizations from a
compiler optimization set [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. In this approach,
the program is compiled with different compiler optimizations
sets, and the best version is chosen. Due to the diversity of sets
and the need to compile and run the program several times,
iterative algorithms try to cover the search space selectively.
Based on the behaviour of the search, the algorithms can
be classified into three categories: partial search algorithms,
random algorithm or genetic algorithms.
Partial search algorithms try to analyze a portion of all
possible solutions to find an optimization set that provides
the best performance for the test program [5], [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10], [11]. Random or statistical algorithms perform the
search employing statistical and randomization techniques, in
order to reduce the number of sets evaluated [12], [13], [14].
Genetic algorithms use random searches based on a set of

transformations to find a good optimization set [15], [16], [17],
[18], [19]. Besides, there is research that combines several
strategies [20].
In order to reduce the required program evaluations by
iterative compilations, machine learning techniques create in
an offline phase a prediction model, which will be used to
determine the compiler optimization set that should be used on
a test (unseen) program [4], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25],
[26], [27], by the online phase. The main advantage of this
technique is that it reduces the number of required program
runs (evaluations), besides outperforms iterative compilation
strategies.
In the context of machine learning, the offline phase
collects pieces of information about a set of training programs
and downsamples the search space in order to provide a small
space, which can be handled by the online phase in a easy and
fast way. Based on the downsampled space and the pieces of
information, the offline phase creates a collection of previous
cases (the prediction model), which will be used to solve an
unseen case, i.e., to determine the compiler optimization set
that should be enabled by the compiler during the final code
generation. Online phase will infer from the cases provided by
the offline phase, the best compiler optimization set that fits
the features of the unseen program as defined by its input.
After collecting pieces of information about a set of
training programs, it is necessary to improve the quality
of the prediction model. Due to each information (compiler
optimization set) in the model can contain optimizations that
do not contribute to the program speedup or have a negative
impact on the program speedup (due to false interactions with
other optimizations). Therefore, we need to eliminate these
unnecessary optimizations.
In this context, an interesting algorithm is the work of
Pan and Eigenmann [5]. They have proposed an algorithm,
which identifies and removes harmful optimizations in an
iterative compilation process. In their work, Pan and Eigenman
presented three algorithms: Batch Elimination, Iterative Elimination, and Combined Elimination. The first two algorithms
were steps towards Combined Elimination.
In their research, the authors showed that Combined Elimination is efficient to remove harmful optimizations, and the
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results are similar to an exhaustive search approach. However,
this algorithm complexity is O(n2 ). It means that Combined
Elimination can take up to n2 program runs (evaluations).
In this paper, we proposed an algorithm based on Batch
Elimination, which provides results similar to Combined Elimination, named Improved Batch Elimination. Our algorithm
identifies and removes harmful optimizations in batch similar
to Batch Elimination.
We compare our algorithm with the three algorithms proposed by Pan and Eigenmann on a set of benchmarks. For this
purpose, we use all S PEC C PU 2006 benchmarks written in C
and C++ [28][29], all P OLYBENCH benchmarks [30], and all
C BENCH benchmarks [31].
Using all LLVM [32] O2 optimizations, Improved Batch
Elimination is able to remove harmful optimizations, and
discover an optimization set that outperforms O2 on several
programs. Besides, Improved Batch Elimination outperforms
Pan and Eigenmann’s algorithms on several programs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the algorithms proposed by Pan and Eigenmann.
Section III describes the Improved Batch Elimination algorithm. Section IV describes the experimental setup. Section
V presents the experimental results. Finally, the Section VI
presents the concluding remarks.
II.

T HE PAN AND E IGENMAN ’ S A LGORITHMS

Pan and Eigenmann [5] have proposed three algorithms
to find efficient compiler optimization sets: Batch Elimination
(BE), Iterative Elimination (IE), and Combined Elimination
(CE). The first two algorithms were steps towards CE. The
main objective of CE is to discover and remove harmful
optimizations from a baseline set.
The BE compiles the input program p using the baseline
set, runs the program, and saves its performance Pb (in this
case, the runtime). After that, BE disables each optimization
i (i = 1..n) from the baseline, one by one, compiles p using
each generated subset, and finally saves its performance Psi .
The final compiler optimizations set is formed by the baseline,
with all optimizations i where Psi < Pb disabled.
A limitation of BE is that it does not consider the effect
of interactions between the optimizations. The IE attempts
to address this limitation by disabling, on each step, only
the optimization that has the worst performance. Initially, the
performance using the baseline (Pb ) and the subsets without
each optimization i (Psi ) are obtained like BE. However, only
the optimization i with the worst performance Psi is removed.
This set of size n−1 is now the new baseline. In the next step,
IE tries to discover the worst optimization based on this new
baseline. This iterative process finishes when does not exist
harmful optimization in the baseline.
CE is a combination of the previous two algorithms. CE has
an iterative structure like IE. However in each iteration, CE
tries to eliminate several optimizations that produce negative
effects, like BE. CE evaluates the performance of the baseline
without each optimization. After that, the algorithm creates
an ordered list of all harmful optimizations. The optimization
with the worst performance, which is the first on the list, is

removed from the baseline, and the baseline is updated. The
new baseline is evaluated without each remaining optimization
of the list and all harmful optimizations are removed. The
whole iterative process finishes when does not exist harmful
optimizations in the baseline, as in IE.
III.

T HE I MPROVED BATCH E LIMINATION A LGORITHM

The BE uses an iterative process wherein each iteration it
tries to identify and remove harmful optimizations in batch.
The attractiveness of BE is to reduce the number of program
runs, removing the harmful optimization in only one step.
However, the disadvantage is the potential performance degradation.
In this paper, we show that is possible to remove harmful
optimizations in batch in only one step similar to BE, deciding
which optimization to remove in a way similar to CE.
We proposed the Improved Batch Elimination (IBE) algorithm, an efficient orchestration of compiler optimizations. The
main objective is to propose an algorithm that has performance
similar to CE, besides a complexity similar to BE.
The IBE is an improved version of BE, which uses a
different strategy to remove harmful optimizations. While
BE remove all harmful optimizations in batch, based on the
performance, IBE does the same, however based on a harmful
factor.
In IBE, each optimization that has negative performance
has a harmful factor. Intuitively, an optimization can be more
harmful than another one. Thus, the IBE uses this assumption
to remove only the most harmful optimizations, and not all
harmful optimizations like BE. The harmful factor considers
how much each optimization impact negatively the program.
In IBE, the probability of a given optimizations to be removed
is proportional to its harmful factor.
The harmful factor of optimization is 0, if the performance
of the baseline with this optimization enabled is better than
that with this optimization disabled. Otherwise, the factor is
the runtime of the program, when compiled with the baseline
without this optimization.
Based on the harmful factor, IBE calculates the probability
of an optimization to be removed. The probability of the most
harmful optimization is 1, and the others harmful optimizations
will receive proportional probabilities.
At this point, there is an important issue that has to
be addressed. Based on the probabilities, what optimizations
should be removed.
It is possible to generate a random number and remove
all optimization with probability greater than or equal to
this random number. However, it is easy to realize that it is
necessary several iterations to identify the best optimization
subset to remove from the baseline.
Considering that the random algorithm generates a different random number in each iteration, and some number
indicates the best optimization subset to remove in c iterations.
If c → ∞ is possible to find a point in the interval [0, 1] that
provides the best result that can be searched by the random
algorithm.
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Based on this assumption, the problem can be reduced to
a simple search through this point. The IBE search this point
evaluating equidistant points in the interval [0, 1], according
to the number of iterations. Therefore, with c iterations, the
distance between these points is given by:
interval =

1
c−1

The interval value indicates that the distance between the
points is inversely proportional to the number of iteractions;
consequently there will be more points throughout the range.
The IBE is described in detail in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Improved Batch Elimination
Input: Program (P); Compiler Optimization Set (B);
Points (C)
Output: The best compiler optimization set (best set)
lenB ← |B|
best set ← B
best time, timeB ← Execute(P, B) /* Compile P
with the optimizations set B, and execute P */
f actor ← [ ]
prob ← [ ]
for i ← 1 to lenB do
prob.append(0)
for i ← 1 to lenB do
Turn on all optimizations in B
Turn off the optimization i in B
timei ← Execute(P, B)
if timei < timeB then
f actor[i] ← timei
else
f actor[i] ← 0.0
M ← max(f actor)
if M = 0 then
return B
for i ← 1 to lenB do
if f actor[i] > 0.0 then
prob[i] ← f actor[i]
M
else
prob[i] ← 0.0
R ← 0.0
1
interval ← C−1
for j ← 1 to C do
conj ← B
for each harmful optimization i do
if prob[i] ≥ R then
Turn off the optimization i in conj
if conj not evaluated then
timet ← Execute(P, conj)
if timet < best time then
best time ← timet
best set ← set
R ← R + interval
return best set

The IBE can be summarized as follows. Initialy, IBE
compiles the input program p using the baseline set, runs
the program, and saves its performance Pb . After that, IBE
disables each optimization i (i = 1..n) from the baseline, one
by one, compiles p using each generated subset, and finally
saves its performance Psi . After that, IBE analyzes c points
in the interval [0, 1] to discover what is the best optimization
subset to remove from the baseline.
We will show that IBE has a short tuning time, while
achieving comparable or better performance than CE.
IV.

T HE E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP

The Platform The experiments are carried out on an Intel
x86 64 based machine, supporting a Core I7-3770 processors
running at 3.4GHz with an I&D L1, L2, L3 cache and RAM of
32K, 256K, 8M and 4GB, respectively. The operating system
on the machine was Ubuntu, running kernel 3.11.0-15-generic.
The Benchmark To evaluate the proposed solution, we use
all S PEC C PU 2006 benchmarks [28] [29] written in C and
C++ with dataset train, all P OLYBENCH benchmarks [30] large
dataset, and all C B ENCH benchmarks [31] with dataset 1.
The Optimizations The experiments are conducted using
all LLVM version 3.4 [33] O2 optimizations. This compiler
optimization level is the baseline, based on several experiments
that indicated it achieves the best overall performance for
several benchmarks. The Figure 1 presents the LLVM O2
optimizations.
-targetlibinfo -no-aa -tbaa -basicaa -notti -globalopt -ipsccp -deadargelim
-instcombine -simplifycfg -basiccg -prune-eh -inline-cost -inline functionattrs
-sroa
-domtree -early-cse -lazy-value-info -jump-threading
-correlated-propagation -simplifycfg -instcombine -tailcallelim -simplifycfg reassociate -domtree -loops -loop-simplify -lcssa -loop-rotate -licm -lcssa -loopunswitch -instcombine -scalar-evolution -loop-simplify -lcssa -indvars -loopidiom -loop-deletion -loop-unroll -memdep -gvn -memdep -memcpyopt
-sccp -instcombine -lazy-value-info -jump-threading -correlated-propagation
-domtree
-memdep
-dse
-adce -simplifycfg -instcombine -strip-deadprototypes -globaldce -constmerge -preverify -domtree -verify

Fig. 1.

LLVM 3.4 O2 optimizations.

The Compilation Framework The compilation process for
each program represents the basic cycle performing in all
experiments. This process was accomplished with the LLVM
version 3.4, which is formed by a collection of tools.
The clang generates the LLVM’s intermediate representation without the use of any optimization. After, the opt
transforms the code by applying a compiler optimizations
set. Then, the llc generates from the optimized version, the
target assembly code. Finally, the tools as and ld generate the
executable.
The IBE Parameters There is only one parameter for IBE,
which is the number of points to evaluate c. We chose to
evaluate four values, namely: 5, 10, 20, and 30.
The Validation The validation of the results is based on the
average of several executions for each program’s instance. In
the experiments, the machine workload was minimum as possible, in other words, each instance was executed sequential.
Besides, the machine did not have external interference, and
the standard deviation of the results was less close to 0.0.
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Metrics The experimental evaluation use two metrics to evaluate the behavior of our algorithm.
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The Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the results of BE, IE,
CE and IBE in terms of improvement for S PEC C PU 2006,
P OLYBENCH and C B ENCH benchmarks, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Program performance achieved by the iterative compilation algorithms
relative to the LLVM optimization level O2 for the P OLYBENCH benchmarks.
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We compare our algorithm, IBE, with the three algorithms
developed by Pan and Eigenmann, namely: BE, IE and CE.
It is important to remember that BE and IE are steps towards
CE. We want to show that it is possible to have good results
using an algorithm which complexity is close to O(n).
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to the performance of CE and/or IE.
The better performance of P OLYBENCH benchmarks is
related to the optimization sets founded by IBE. In this case,
IBE achieved the least performance only in 3 cases, namely:
3mm, adi and doitgen.
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Fig. 2. Program performance achieved by the iterative compilation algorithms relative to the LLVM optimization level O2 for the S PEC C PU 2006
benchmarks.

The results indicate that IBE is a good strategy to find
effective optimization sets. CE outperformed IBE in 8 S PEC
C PU 2006 benchmarks (perlbench, dealII, libquantum, namd,
povray, h264ref, lbm and xalancbmk), and IE in 4 programs
(gobmk, mcf, hmmer and sjeng). However, it is interesting to
note that only in 4 programs (perlbench, dealII, libquantum
and gobmk) the performance gap is not small. It means that in

The performance of C B ENCH benchmarks shows a behaviour similar to S PEC C PU 2006 benchmarks. CE outperforms IBE in 6 programs (bitcount, qsort1, bzip2e, tiff2bw,
patricia and rsynth). IE outperforms IBE in 2 prograns
(susan e and dijkstra). BE outperforms IBE also in 2 programs
(susan s and jpeg d). However, only in 4 programs (bitcount,
bzip2e, patricia and dijkstra) the performance is not close to
the performance of Pan and Eigenmann’s algorithms.
As described in [5], BE is the worst algorithm. In several
cases, BE degrades the performance. It never occurs in IBE.
While BE ignores the interaction between optimizations, IBE
finds the relationship between them, and tries to discover the
worst subset to turn off.
IBE uses a different strategy from Pan and Eigenmann’s
algorithms, which is able to achieve comparable or better
performance than BE, IE and CE. IBE achieves good program
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T HE LENGTH AND THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE FINAL SET.

Benchmark
S PEC C PU 2006
S PEC C PU 2006
S PEC C PU 2006
S PEC C PU 2006
S PEC C PU 2006
S PEC C PU 2006
S PEC C PU 2006
Benchmark
P OLYBENCH
P OLYBENCH
P OLYBENCH
P OLYBENCH
P OLYBENCH
P OLYBENCH
P OLYBENCH
Benchmark
C B ENCH
C B ENCH
C B ENCH
C B ENCH
C B ENCH
C B ENCH
C B ENCH

Algorithm
BE
IE
CE
IBE(5)
IBE(10)
IBE(20)
IBE(30)
Algorithm
BE
IE
CE
IBE(5)
IBE(10)
IBE(20)
IBE(30)
Algorithm
BE
IE
CE
IBE(5)
IBE(10)
IBE(20)
IBE(30)

bzip2
(0.51%)
(0.29%)
(0.59%)
(0.72%)
(0.71%)
(0.76%)
(0.76%)
adi
59 (-0.07%)
53 (0.41%)
22 (0.41%)
62 (0.14%)
63 (0%)
56 (0.21%)
63 (0%)
blowfish e
52 (0.35%)
45 (0.41%)
54 (0.41%)
62 (0.29%)
59 (0.35%)
59 (0.41%)
14 (0.41%)
25
60
27
62
62
62
62

mcf
24 (2.73%)
47 (9.55%)
35 (6.28%)
62 (7.26%)
62 (7.53%)
62 (7.36%)
62 (7.87%)
jacob1-1d
41 (9.72%)
38 (11.11%)
21 (7.33%)
57 (10.49%)
59 (11.88%)
58 (14.29%)
60 (12.68%)
crc32
55 (4.37%)
42 (4.72%)
2 (4.96%)
62 (4.49%)
58 (5.06%)
51 (5.20%)
62 (4.63%)

The programs bzip2, adi, and blowfish e show a situation
where it is difficult to achieve performance. Changing the way
of analyzing the interactions among the optimizations does not
change the program performance. The same occurs changing
the length of the optimization set.

Geo.Mean

gsm

crc32

adpcm_d

adpcm_c

susan_s

susan_e

-44.44

sucan_c

qsort

-11.08

bitcount

-6%

of the final set and its performance improvement. Besides,
this table shows two differents scenarios, namely: a marginal
improvement, and a significant improvement.
TABLE I.

dijsktra

Improvement
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Fig. 4. Program performance achieved by the iterative compilation algorithms
relative to the LLVM optimization level O2 for the C B ENCH benchmarks.

performance, improving BE. Like BE, IBE tries to remove
harmful optimizations in batch. Different from CE and IE,
IBE does not need complex iterative steps to discover harmful
optimizations.
CE outperforms IBE only in S PEC C PU 2006 benchmarks.
The tendency of BE is significantly to degrade the performance. The performance of IE never outperforms CE nor IBE.
The results indicate that evaluating different number of
points does not change the performance. It means that IBE
achieves consistent performance. On the other hand, it does
not occur in P OLYBENCH and C B ENCH benchmarks. The gap
in the results is 12.54% and 34.62% for P OLYBENCH and
C B ENCH , respectively.
This gap indicates that for P OLYBENCH and C B ENCH, IBE
is sensitive to the number of iterations. This is an undesirable
situation, because it is difficult to discover a specific number of
rounds that covers several programs. However, 10 interations
are a good choice.
The results show that the program performance is not
necessarily related to the length of the optimization set, but
it is related to the quality of the optimization set and the
characteristics of the program. The Table I shows the length

A good benchmark performance was not obtained by the
largest optimization set. It is the case for mcf, jacobi-1d, and
crc32. It is interesting to note that CE founded a good small
optimization set for crc32.
These results indicate that it is necessary to consider the
characteristics of the program, in order to determine the real
interaction between the optimizations. Besides, relaxing the
way of finding such interaction is a good strategy. In some
cases, a good performance can be achieved turning off only
few optimizations, a task that does not need several iterative
compilations. This is the case of IBE.
The length of the final sets follows the behaviour showed
on Table I for all programs. However, there is a difference
in the algorithms. The final sets founded by IBE has more
optimizations than that founded by BE, IE, and CE.
B. The Number of Evaluations
The Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the results of BE, IE, CE and
IBE in terms of evaluations for S PEC C PU 2006, P OLYBENCH
and C B ENCH, respectively.
The results show that IE is the slowest algorithm, followed
by CE. These algorithms need hundreds program evaluations
to find a good optimization set. The number of evaluations for
IE ranges from 128 to 1486, for S PEC C PU 2006; from 65 to
1730, for P OLYBENCH; and from 65 to 1781, for C B ENCH.
CE needs less evaluations than IE. The number of evaluations
in CE ranges from 66 to 315, for S PEC C PU 2006; from 66 to
501, for P OLYBENCH; and from 66 to 433, for C B ENCH.
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Fig. 5. The number of evaluations of the iterative compilation algorithms
for S PEC C PU 2006 benchmarks.
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As mentioned previously, the goal of this paper is to
propose an algorithm that has performance similar to CE,
besides a complexity similar to BE. Thus, on one hand we
want an algorithm similar to BE. However, on the other hand,
we want an algorithm similar to CE.
Excluding BE, IBE has the smaller number of evaluations,
according to its complexity, which is O(n + c). IBE needs
only 64 + c evaluations: 1 to evaluate the baseline, 63 to
evaluate each optimization, and c to evaluate the subsets. In
our experiments, we used 4 different values: 5, 10, 20, and 30.
This indicates that IBE needs up to 64 + 30 evaluations. Table
II summaries the results obtained by BE, CE, IE and IBE.
The number of evaluations for IBE(5) ranges from 65 to
69, for S PEC C PU 2006; from 65 to 69, for P OLYBENCH; and
from 65 to 69, for C B ENCH. The number of evaluations for
IBE(10) ranges from 66 to 74, for S PEC C PU 2006; from
65 to 74, for P OLYBENCH; and from 65 to 74, for C B ENCH.
The number of evaluations for IBE(20) ranges from 65 to
79, for S PEC C PU 2006; from 65 to 84, for P OLYBENCH; and
from 65 to 86, for C B ENCH. The number of evaluations for
IBE(30) ranges from 67 to 85, for S PEC C PU 2006; from 65
to 88, for P OLYBENCH; and from 65 to 86, for C B ENCH.
The number of evaluations indicate that the IBE complex-
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seidel

reg-detect
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BE is the lower bound on the number of evaluations,
describing an algorithm that does not explore the interaction
between optimizations. IE and CE, which explore the interaction between the optimizations, represents the upper bound on
the number of evaluations.

ludcmp

0

lu

BE is the fastest algorithm. However, BE achieves the least
performance. This algorithm is O(n), which indicates it needs
n evaluations to find an optimizations set. BE needs only 65
evaluations: 1 to evaluate the baseline, 63 to evaluate each
optimization, and 1 to evaluate the final set.

BE
IE
CE
IBE(5)
IBE(10)
IBE(20)
IBE(30)

1400

Fig. 6. The number of evaluations of iterative compilation algorithms for
P OLYBENCH benchmarks.
TABLE II.

G EOMETRIC MEAN EVALUATIONS .

Benchmark
S PEC C PU 2006
S PEC C PU 2006
S PEC C PU 2006
S PEC C PU 2006
S PEC C PU 2006
S PEC C PU 2006
S PEC C PU 2006
P OLYBENCH
P OLYBENCH
P OLYBENCH
P OLYBENCH
P OLYBENCH
P OLYBENCH
P OLYBENCH
C B ENCH
C B ENCH
C B ENCH
C B ENCH
C B ENCH
C B ENCH
C B ENCH

Algorithm
BE
IE
CE
IBE(5)
IBE(10)
IBE(20)
IBE(30)
BE
IE
CE
IBE(5)
IBE(10)
IBE(20)
IBE(30)
BE
IE
CE
IBE(5)
IBE(10)
IBE(20)
IBE(30)

Evaluations
65
532
230
68
71
72
76
65
532
221
68
70
73
75
65
545
196
68
69
73
72

ity is similar to BE. Besides, IBE is faster than IE and CE.
IBE is 7.4 times faster than IE for S PEC C PU 2006, 7.5 times
for P OLYBENCH, and 7.7 times for C B ENCH; 3.2 times faster
than CE for S PEC C PU 2006, 3.1 times for P OLYBENCH, and
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IBE. The latter is as fast as BE, but it does not lose performance. It indicates that the strategy of evaluating equidistant
points in the interval [0, 1], to discover what optimizations
should be removed, is an effective strategy to achieve performance using a reduced number of evaluations.
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Modern compilers provide levels of optimizations - usually
called, O0, O1, O2 and O3 - to optimize a program using a
predetermined compiler optimization set.
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Despite of these level to improve the performance of
several benchmarks, the quality of the final code varies for each
program. It means that although the application of a compiler
optimization set can improve the performance of the program,
it does not guarantee that the final code is optimal. In addition,
not all programs compiled with the same compiler optimization
set will obtain a gain in performance.
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Fig. 7. The number of evaluations of the iterative compilation algorithms
for C B ENCH benchmarks.

2.8 times for C B ENCH.
The four algorithms have a different behaviour on each
benchmark. It means that the worst case (program) for an
algorithm is not necessarily the same for another one. On
S PEC C PU 2006, the worst case for CE was omnetpp, for IE
was milc, for IBE(5) was astar, for IBE(10) was gobmk,
for IBE(20) was xalancbmk, and for IBE(30) was milc.
The same behaviour occurs in P OLYBENCH and C B ENCH,
due to the algorithms handle the interactions between the
optimizations in different ways.
The number of evaluations is not an indicative of performance. The best performance obtained by the four algorithms
for S PEC C PU 2006 was on h264ref; for P OLYBENCH was
on jacobi-1d; and for C B ENCH was on susan e. In these
cases the number of evaluations is not the lower bound nor
the upper bound. However, there are exceptions. IE achieves
better performance than CE on mcf, however it needs more
evaluations than CE. On the other hand, IBE achieves better
performance than CE, on this benchmark, using less evaluation
than CE.
BE, the fastest algorithm, achieves it speed at the cost of
performance degradation, a situation that does not occur on

The main difficulty in discovering the best compiler optimization set for a specific program is related to the complex
relationship between optimizations. Besides, due to the number
of possible combinations, it is very difficult for the user to
select a set that provides good performance for your program.

The literature shows several researches, which goal is to
automate the process of choosing a good compiler optimization
set. Among these researches, machine learning techniques is
nowadays the best approaches. Although, it relies in expensive
processes to create the model, mainly to remove harmful
compiler optimizations from the model.

Combined Elimination is an effective algorithm to remove
harmful optimizations. However, at the cost of several program
runs. In this paper, we presented a new algorithm, Improved
Batch Elimination, based on a step towards Combined Elimination, Batch Elimination.

We evaluated our algorithm by measuring the performance
of S PEC C PU 2006, P OLYBENCH, and C BENCH benchmarks.
The results indicate that Improved Batch Elimination is a good
strategy to remove harmful optimizations, using few program
runs. Besides, Improved Batch Elimination, which complexity
is similar to Batch Elimination, provides results similar or
better than Combined Elimination. It indicates that Improved
Batch Elimination is a good strategy to be used during the
process of creating a prediction model.
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